Your high availability solution is only as solid as your ability to do a role swap. Sure, you might be replicating data to your recovery site in real time, but you can't be certain that you are ready to make a successful switch unless you test.

**Who Is This Service For?**
This service is for IBM i shops of any size and industry who currently own a high availability solution such as Robot HA, especially those shops that have never executed a full role swap test, don't know how to test, or are nervous about testing on their own without expert guidance.

**What Is It?**
During our Role Swap Testing service, our experts will help you plan for your role swap test by discussing any replication issues that you may have already identified. They will then assist during a live role swap test for each LPAR (if tested during the same day)—including execution of your role swap scripts—using Robot HA or another replication solution and provide a recap of the test results as well as recommendations to improve future tests.

**When Is It Most Valuable?**
We recommend that you contact our experts before you experience a disaster scenario or other outage. This service ensures that your high availability solution is switch-ready and builds confidence in your ability to recover. If you are currently dealing with a crisis, call us right away and we’ll point you in the right direction.

**Where Does It Take Place?**
Role Swap Testing is a 2-day service that takes place remotely or on premise.

**How Do I Get Started?**
Call us at 800-328-1000, email info@helpsystems.com, or submit a [request online](#) to schedule a free consultation. We’ll review your current setup and see how HelpSystems services can help you achieve your business continuity goals.